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In the Spotlight

Michael Wolov
Michael Wolov and his
wife Judith have “lived” in
BallenIsles for 22 years. For
19 of those 22 years, he
commuted from Boston to
Florida three weekends a
month and stayed in Florida
for one week once a month.
He had been a practicing
endodontist for 40 years
in Boston and an assistant
clinical professor at Tufts
School of Dentistry. In 2012,
Michael decided to retire, not
realizing that retirement would
be one of the most difficult
things he had ever done.
During the summers when he and Judith live in New York City,
he teaches at Columbia and NYU. However, he very quickly
found that golf and working out was not enough to fill or fulfill
his winter life in Florida.

facility. On any given day, Michael could be giving a 45-minute
tour to a group of girl scouts, a college club, a women’s mah
jong group, or even a group of very elderly citizens. He takes
them though the prep rooms and the surgical suites, where
occasionally they get to see a surgery. Michael takes his tour
groups to see the shelter cats and kittens, all of which can be
touched, petted, and played with. He also takes them to see
but not touch the shelter dogs, large and small, all kenneled.
Michael has been trained to work with and help train the
shelter dogs and provide them with the human contact that
is so important to their well-being and to their prospects for
adoption.
Michael has found that volunteering at the shelter has been one
of the most fulfilling experiences of his life. To quote Michael,
“I feel like I am doing something worthwhile and certainly
enjoying the process by getting a chance to work and play with
the animals.”
Enlightenment here he comes! ■

All his life, Michael has been a lover of all animals and is
fortunate to have a loving wife who shares these feelings. For
their entire married life they always had pets (dogs, cats, birds,
fish) and a passion for wildlife. Michael was once told that
service was the way to enlightenment, so when he retired from
endodontics, he decided to become a volunteer. Given his crazy
love for animals, it was a no-brainer that he would volunteer at
an animal shelter.
Michael found Peggy Adams Animal Shelter, a “no kill” facility,
and decided to volunteer there. He was immediately asked if
he would give tours to various groups that come through the
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
July is our 10th issue of Nature Matters. BIWF’s first issue was this past
October (2014). Just as most of you are taking summer vacations, so is our
magazine. There will be no August or September issue of Nature Matters.
Our monthly publication will resume in October 2015; however, our handson rescue work by our dedicated security team and board, committee, and
community members never goes on vacation—stay tuned for updates in the
October issue of Nature Matters. So…till we meet again…I remain

Naturally yours,
Marianne Guerra

Board Members
Marianne Guerra, President
Linda Hornsby, Vice President
Michael Fabisch, Governance
Sylvana Klein, Secretary
Jackie Fabisch, Director
Irwin F. Edenzon, Director
Committee Members
Toby Bartosh
Mary Kirby
Brenda Bellowe
Peter Levathes
Kerry Beren
Michaela Mattox
Donna Blanchard
Sandra Mendelson
Margery Block
Rhonda Paston
Rodney Cole
Jack Robbins
Frankie Edenzon
Kathy Seidel
Tibor Feigel
Ellen Setliff
Diane Feldon
Jackie Strumwasser
Lynne Goldstein
Linda Teitelbaum
Judy Grace
Linda Weiss
Denise Johnson
Julie Widett
Lucy Keshavarz
Diana Wright

Thank You!

BallenIsles Wildlife Foundation
would like to thank the
advertisers of this magazine.
All of the costs associated with
publishing and distribution of
Nature Matters are covered by
the advertisements that appear
within each issue. We encourage
the residents of BallenIsles to
patronize these advertisers so we
can continue to provide you with
this wonderful magazine.
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To Advertise in Nature Matters
Call Allison Fogg @ (404) 667-0459 today!
Nature Matters is a publication of COMMUNAlink, Inc. Subject matter published is the opinion of the author and does not necessarily reflect the opinion
of the publisher of this magazine. Professional advice should be obtained before making any decision in which a professional is readily available. Advertisers
assume responsibility for the content of the ads paced in this publication. Material published may not be reproduced without the written permission of
COMMUNAlink.
The information and advertisements contained within this Magazine are provided for the residents of BallenIsles
as a courtesy only. No representations are made as to information presented, the quality of the good or services
advertised, or the veracity of the statements relating to the goods or services. The printing of opinions, information
or advertisements does not constitute an endorsement by the Neighborhood or BallenIsles Wildlife Foundation of
such opinions, information, goods or services.
Contact us today for more information!
(561) 371-0095 • tfogg@communalink.com • www.communalink.com
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LIGHT ENERGY THERAPY: A Powerful Tool For Canine
(and Human) Health and Healing
By Sandra Mendelson, Certified Light Therapist & Equine Photopuncture Therapist

Your dog just tore his ACL and you teeter out of the vet’s office
holding a surgery estimate of $1500 to $4000, wondering how
much the months of obligatory doggie physical therapy will
add to the total. Take heart…. there may be a powerful, noninvasive alternative that can benefit your health as well.
Armed with their veterinarian’s approval and a few therapeutic
doggie exercises to do at home, some dog owners have taken the
non-invasive, non-pharmacological approach by turning to light
energy therapy, also known as low level light therapy, photonic
therapy, or photodynamic therapy. The use of pulsed visible
red and infrared light stimulates the natural healing power
of the body, improving cell function and regeneration. Over
3,500 studies, including those by NASA and the Mayo Clinic,
demonstrate that cells exposed to LED light therapy exhibit a
150% increase in cellular repair and vitality when compared
to untreated cells. Proven effective on humans and animals
worldwide for more than 40 years, light energy accelerates the
healing process and reduces the pain and inflammation that
result from physical trauma, disease-based conditions, stress,
and training.
A partial list of the acute and chronic conditions in pets that
can be improved or eliminated through light energy therapy
includes:
Arthritis		
Tendonitis		
Sprains			
Soft Tissue Injury:
cartilage, tendon

Muscle Strain		
Post-Operative Pain
Wound
Musculoskeletal Conditions
and Pain Management

Some dog owners who initially investigate light therapy units for
their dogs ultimately purchase one as a whole-family wellness
tool. “I looked at buying a system to use on my dog’s arthritis
and muscle degeneration…but I committed to it because I could
also use it on everything from my own TMJ/jaw pain, tooth
infections, and knee problems to my husband’s tennis elbow
and chronic back pain,” says Priscilla Anderson of Westchester
NY. “I tried it out on myself pre-purchase and was impressed
with how much better I felt even after the first session. Even my
sinuses cleared. Best of all, my dog loved it and we can’t believe
the way she is moving. Even her vet was thrilled.” Jane Berkey
reports, “My dog, Beep, tore her cruciate ligament and I elected
to do light therapy and physical therapy exercises over surgery.
The light therapy made a significant contribution to Beep’s
return to wellness and she was able to avoid surgery altogether.
Beep not only benefitted from the light therapy, she enjoyed
the treatments and napped throughout her sessions. I was so
encouraged by her results that I bought light therapy equipment
to use on my hip.”

Visible red light is very beneficial in treating problems close
to the surface such as wounds, cuts, scars, and trigger and
acupuncture points and is particularly effective in treating
infections. Infrared light penetrates more deeply, making it
more effective for bones, joints, deep muscle, cartilage, and
tendons. An additional benefit occurs when the light pads are
placed on the body; the light stimulates acupuncture points so
it is then carried to further reaches of the body by way of the
nerve meridians.
In the world of light therapy you
definitely get what you pay for.
Light diodes made overseas are
unstable and burn out quickly.
Folks who have done their research
buy systems that have earned their
510(k) clearance (FDA cleared as
safe) as a Class 2 medical device
(for use on humans). The best
companies have a rental program
that enables consumers to use a
system for a few weeks at a fee; if
they decide to purchase, the rental fee is subtracted from the
cost of the equipment.
As NSAIDs (non steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
like Rimadyl and Deramaxx) can cause ulcers, hepatitis
(inflammation of the liver), compromised kidney function, and
other serious side effects, especially with long-term use, the
attraction to safer, non-pharmacological treatment is growing.
For folks who would rather work with a practitioner, the advent
of light therapy technologies has spawned a new set of careers,
a growing number of certified light therapists with reasonable
out-of-pocket pricing for working with both two- and fourlegged creatures around the country.
Sources

Is light-emitting diode phototherapy (LED-LLLT) really effective?
Won-Serk Kim and R Glen Calerhead
Laser Therapy, 2011; 20(3): 205–215
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3799034/
Effect of light-emitting diode (LED) therapy on the development of
osteoarthritis (OA) in a rabbit model.
Yasushi Oshima, Richard D. Coutts, Neil M. Badlani, Robert M. Healey,
Toshikazu Kubo, David Amiel. Biomedicine & Pharmacotherapy, Volume 65,
Issue 3, 224-229
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0753332211000291
rticles/PMC3799034/
NSAIDS And Your Dog: Hidden Dangers
http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/nsaids-and-your-dog/
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Wildlife Sightings
1.

2.

1. Orange Starfish in Alaska
Photograph by Mary Kirby
2. Officer Dionne Ehrgood rescues Red Cardinal that flew into her car
Photograph by Linda Hornsby
3. Mourning Doves seen in Laguna
Photograph by Jack Robbins
4. Cuddling Lorikeets at Butterfly World
Photograph by Mary Kirby
5. Legless Glass Lizard seen in Sabal Pointe
Photograph by Liza Sarinsky
6. Albino softshell turtle near the 18th tee box of the East golf course
Photograph by Michael Burke

4.

3.

5

6
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Nature Mattered to “Mr. Mac”
By Cy Hornsby

Billionaire John D. MacArthur, founder of Palm Beach Gardens
and what we know today as BallenIsles, loved flora (plants) and
fauna (animals). Dogs were a particular favorite of his. Mr. Mac,
as he preferred to be called, was rarely without the company of
Zek, his Weimaraner. Zek was a gift from William Zekendorf-thus, his name. Zek has been made famous by his frequent
appearances in the MacArthur photo archives as he watches Mr.
Mac go about his activities.

His interest
in trees was
renowned.
Customers exiting
our local Costco
can see a huge
Banyan tree
across Northlake
Boulevard on the
site that Mr. Mac
originally planned
as the entrance to
the City of Palm
Beach Gardens.
In 1961, Mr. Mac learned that a huge Banyan in Lake Park was
to be destroyed. He arranged to move the 80-year-old tree over
5 miles to the Northlake site. The 75-ton tree, 6 stories tall and
125 feet wide, crushed two flatbed trucks, tore down Western
Union lines, stopped the train, and broke numerous cables
along the way. When asked why he didn’t just plant a tree and
let it grow, MacArthur replied that he could afford anything but
time.

Both MacArthur and his wife Catherine were major supporters
of animal rescue. Peggy Adams Animal Rescue League was their
favorite animal charity. In 1973 they helped create an on-site
medical clinic to spay and neuter animals. In 1978 Mr. Mac’s
bequest of $3 Million enabled Peggy Adams to purchase the
large property it occupies today on Military Trail, and a few
years later Catherine provided the funds for its large domed
shelter.
Perhaps Mr. Mac’s best-known animal interest was ducks. While
assembling 150 square miles of land in Palm Beach and Martin
Counties, MacArthur purchased the Colonnade Hotel on Singer
Island. There he and Catherine lived modestly, and MacArthur
ran his financial empire from a table in the hotel coffee shop.
It was also at the Colonnade where Mr. Mac cultivated his
relationship with wild ducks. One of his favorite and frequent
pastimes was feeding “his” ducks. He enjoyed lugging the large
garbage container from the hotel kitchen to the back yard.
Then he would call the wild ducks from a nearby pond. As they
waddled over, he would scoop out handfuls of discarded food
for their enjoyment.
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Venture beyond the Banyan and you will find more insights into
the man. In addition to beautiful trees, Mr. Mac loved flowers
and plants. Around Lake Catherine Park you’ll even find streets
such as Azalea, Camellia, Cherry, Iris, Ivy, Holly, and, of course,
Gardenia, the east entrance to BallenIsles.
No story about Mr. Mac’s love of nature would be complete
without noting the preeminent John D. MacArthur Beach State
Park. The property was originally assembled from a popular
nude beach (where MacArthur and Walt Disney enjoyed their
well-known skinny dipping excursion while considering Palm
Beach Gardens as the future home of Disney World). That
beach, the surrounding 225 acres of dry land and the most
important 535 acres of contiguous submerged land was donated
by MacArthur in the 1970’s for the development of this truly
unique park.

ART, MUSIC,
AND FILM
at the Mandel JCC
This Summer
Great Art and Their Private Homes Now
Transformed into Public Museums

Instructor: Dr. Joan Lipton
Thursday, July 16, and Wednesday, August 5; 7:00-9:00 pm
$8/Member per class; $12/Guest per class

Film Talk: Lovers in Film and in Life
Bogey & Bacall and Tracy & Hepburn

Instructor: Roberta Presser
Thursday, July 9, 16, August 6, 13; 2:00 -4:30 pm
Visit jcconline.com/filmtalk for course schedule.
$8/Member per class; $12/Guest per class

Breathing Matters
Nova Southeastern University Lecture Series

Speaker: Lisa Farach, Chair, Respiratory Therapy Department
Thursday, July 23; 4:30-6:00 pm
Free and Open to the Community

In addition to the beach, the park offers a wide array of nature
trails, boardwalks, lagoons and viewing points. The park is
now recognized as a nesting ground for sea turtles, including
threatened loggerheads, endangered green sea turtles, and even
rare leatherbacks. Many endangered species of birds also visit
the park, including the peregrine falcon, the wood stork, and
the least tern.
John D. MacArthur’s energetic life touched many aspects of
Florida as we know it today. His best-known accomplishment
was the creation of the City of Palm Beach Gardens. In addition,
he developed commercial and industrial projects, large
residential communities, high rises, shopping centers, ranches,
farms, parks, and golf courses. However, if he were to assess
his own many contributions, undoubtedly his appreciation of
nature would be high on his list of important legacies. ■

The “Three Menschen” Concert
Robert Merrill, Richard Tucker & Jan Peerce
Commentator: Maestro Giuseppe Albanese
Wednesday, June 17; 7:00-9:00 pm
$8/Member; $12/Guest

The Three Shayna Maidels
Roberta Peters, Beverly Sills & Rise Stevens
Commentator: Maestro Giuseppe Albanese
Wednesday, August 19; 7:00- 9:00 pm
$8/Member; $12/Guest

To register call Gail at 561-712-5253
or JCConline.com/SummerSeries
The mission of the Mandel JCC is to build community and enhance connection to Jewish life.

5221 Hood Road, Palm Beach Gardens • JCConline.com
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Pigeon Plum (Coccolob diversifolia)
By Lucy Keshavarz

Pigeon Plum is an attractive
medium-sized tree native to
upland coastal hammocks of
south Florida. It grows in sun
and part shade. Growing up
to 30 feet, the Pigeon Plum’s
growth pattern is naturally
symmetrical with an attractive
exfoliating bark. The dense
branches are heavily foliated
with dark green leaves. The
dense and compact canopy
provides excellent nesting
cover for birds while at
the same time providing a
“formal” visual appeal in the
Photograph by Roger Hammer
urban setting. Available at
nurseries with a single trunk or with multiple trunks, it can be
shaped easily, as is illustrated in the image, or allowed to grow
naturally, becoming more narrow than wide.
As its scientific name Coccoloba diversifolia indicates, the leaves
can vary in shape. Pigeon Plum’s small whitish flowers grow in
a spike like formation and appear in early spring. Long clusters
of 1/3 inch purple fruit ripen by early fall. The juicy fruit can
be used to make jelly and wine. The fruit is a favorite of many
birds, but especially that of the threatened white-crowned
pigeon, which is where it gets its common name. Because of
the potential of dropping fruit, it is best not to plant next to a
sidewalk or driveway.

Pigeon Plum is drought and salt tolerant. It tolerates a variety
of soils, but does best in sandy, organic soils like one would
find in its native hammock and in BallenIsles. Considered an
evergreen, it does have a “leaf drop” in late spring, immediately
followed by bright red emergent regrowth. Given both its visual
and wildlife appeal, this tree should be planted more often than
it currently is.
References & Resources for more information on Florida native
plants and their benefits to wildlife and humans:
Books:
• Bringing Nature Home, How You Can Sustain Wildlife with

Native Plants by Dr. Doug Tallamy
• Native Plant Landscaping for Florida Wildlife by Craig N. Huegel
• Native Florida Plants, Low-Maintenance Landscaping
and Gardening by Robert G. Haehle & Joan Brookwell
• Florida’s Best Native Landscape Plants, 200 Readily Available
Species for Homeowners and Professionals by Gil Nelson
• A Gardener’s Guide to Florida’s Native Plants by Rufino Osorio

Websites & Organizations:

• Bringing Nature Home – www.bringingnaturehome.net
• Florida Native Plant Society – www.fnps.org
• Florida Association of native Nurseries – www.afnn.org
• Natives for Your Neighborhood - www.regionalconservation.
org/beta/nfyn/
• Audubon of Florida – www.FL.audubon.org
• North America Butterfly Association – www.naba.org

We deal in rare commodities.
Experts who actually manage
your money.

Contact Christopher Facka
to learn more:
(561) 868-7465

Photograph by Ken Cook - www.plantcreations.com

©2014 The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation.
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INDIA: A COUNTRY OF CONTRASTS
By Caren Brooks

This January Stan and I spent 3 weeks in northern India. We
had heard about India from friends, seen photos of India, and
thought we had seen almost everything in our past travels, but
nothing prepared us for India.

within the caste system; nevertheless, the divorce rate is only
around 3%. One of our guides was able to talk with his future
wife a few times before their wedding but saw her for the first
time when she removed her veil after they were married..

Our introduction to Indian life was in Mumbai. After only 24
hours in India, I was ready to come home. There is no denying
that traveling to India is a major culture shock. India is home to
1.2 billion people, and its cities roar with traffic and the bustle
of non-stop activity. The cacophony of noises is overwhelming.
You never know what adventures you will find or more likely
will find you when you head out in the morning. The density
of people, the saris, the turbans, the crazy driving, the honking,
the smiles, the monkeys, the cows roaming freely through the
streets--everything is on full blast. There is no other place like
it.

The treatment of animals, cows in particular, in India is
paradoxical. Cows, cats, dogs, pigs, sheep, goats, horses,
chickens, and camels freely roam the streets. Monkeys are
everywhere; they jump from rooftop to rooftop, hang from
trees, and swarmed the forts we visited. But cows are the
animals seen most frequently; when they can no longer give
milk or bear calves, it becomes a burden to feed them. Because
they are sacred, cows cannot be killed or sold to a butcher
(eating beef is unheard of). The people are so poor they can
barely feed themselves, so how can they feed these cows? Their
answer is to let them roam free. Cows walk in the streets with
the cars, nap on the side of the road, eat trash near tourist areas,
and scrounge for food near markets. They are cherished yet

Many of our friends have asked us about the poverty and the
filth in India. I can tell you it is extreme. The condition of the
street kids broke our hearts. We learned that 90% of the people
of Mumbai live in slums. When we visited one such “slum,”
we were surprised that the people who live there are working
people. It is not unusual to have three generations living
together -- sometimes in only one room; however, they take
great pride in where they live, and in many cases were eager to
show us around. Religion is an integral part of their daily life,
and they have enormous respect for family and traditions.
As we traveled throughout India it was the spirit of the people
that truly moved us.

malnourished and neglected. Nobody claims them; nobody
feeds them. We never got used to seeing a cow nonchalantly
cross a busy street in a city where no one obeys traffic lights and
people drive on both sides of the road. The cows would casually
meander into the road. We even saw one walking down the
middle of a highway.

Although the caste system is not legal anymore, it is far from
eradicated. Of all the marriages in India, 97% are arranged and

We saw incredible sites, tasted unbelievable flavors, heard
never-ending noise, and had indescribable and unforgettable
experiences in India: walking down the street next to a cow, the
sheer beauty of the Taj Mahal, or the sight of people bathing
in the filthy Ganges river. The poverty contrasted to the
spectacular hotels we stayed in, some of them actual former
palaces, is jarring. We both agree that India was one of our
most interesting travel experiences so far. ■
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Meet Buddy
In 1989, Leslie and Dan Zenga got their first Bichon, Maxwell. Three years later, Leslie,
feeling Maxwell needed a friend, bought another Bichon, Henry. Maxie, who thought his
“top dog” status was being threatened, tried ignoring Henry for years but finally halfheartedly accepted him. Maxie died from cancer when he was only 8, and 5 years later
the Zenga’s got Willy. Once again, Henry and Willy did not bond. Henry, who became diabetic when he was 10, died at age 14, and Willy passed
away 2 years later.
Having gone through the trauma of losing three Bichons (two within 2 years), the Zenga’s decided to take a rest. For Leslie, the “rest” only
lasted several weeks. She missed having the companionship of a dog so much that she began searching for a Bichon puppy. Enter Buddy
(named by Dan), who came to the Zenga’s at 3 months old. Having learned that some dogs do not need or want a ”friend,” Leslie decided that
Buddy would be an only dog.
Buddy is now a 4-year-old sweet, extremely handsome, and happy “little” guy. The Zenga’s were told that Buddy’s weight would top out at 15
pounds, but Buddy fooled everyone--he is now a healthy 26 pounds! Buddy, a dapper and friendly traffic stopper who greets everyone like a
gentleman on his much loved daily walks in BallenIsles, has brought so much love and joy to Leslie and Dan Zenga that they will never say never
again.

PET ANNOUNCEMENT
Congratulations to Brittany Leet in the Food & Beverage
Department of the BallenIsles Country Club. Her Yorkshire
Terrier gave birth to seven adorable Yorkie puppies on Friday,
May 29, at 7 p.m. Brittany is the proud owner of both
Yorkshire Terrier parents: Gizmo, the dad, a 3-year-old “silver
silky Yorkie,” and Buttons, the mom, is a 2-1/2- year-old
“teddy bear Yorkie.”
The seven-puppy litter consists of 5 females and 2 males. They
are all healthy and growing fast. Each of the puppies will be
given to Brittany’s family members and close friends so they
can remain connected with their parents and siblings.
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SNAKE POEMS
WHAT DO SNAKES EAT?

HOW WE PROTECT OURSELVES FROM ENEMIES

All snakes eat meat. They’re carnivores, you see.
Some eat birds’ eggs from the ground or a tree.

We’ll try to slither on our way without a great big fuss.
But we have other things to try if animals threaten us.

They swallow food whole, without even chewingSomething we humans would not think of doing.

We look or act like poisonous snakes, we strike and spit and huff.
We spread our heads and necks so big that we look very tough.

Different kinds of snakes eat different kinds of foods,
Depending on their size and homes, and also on their moods.

Perhaps we’ll camouflage ourselves in leaves or grass, as well,
Or make a face, a scary sight, or give an awful smell.

Some snakes eat earthworms, spiders and toads,
Gophers and lizards, crickets from roads.

We’ll curl ourselves into a ball- our tail looks like a head.
And some of us, if all else fails, rollover and play dead.

Some snakes eat grasshoppers; some prefer snails.
Some snakes eat other snakes, including their tails.

So even without arms and legs, there’s lots that we can do
To keep us safe from enemies. We think we’re smart, don’t you?

Snakes are so helpful when they eat mice or rats.
Others eat crayfish, turtles or bats.

Black Racer

Florida Water Snake

Red Rat Snake

Ring Neck Snake

Some snakes prefer beetles, rabbits, raccoons.
Some big snakes eat hedgehogs, small goats or baboons.
Some snakes eat salamanders, squirrels or shrews.
Chickens or gophers are meals some might choose
Snakes in the water eat fish for a treat.
If you were a snake, what would you eat?

ACTIVITY

How many five-letter words can you make from the word
reptile?
(litre, plier, peter, liter, leper, tiler, repel, elite, tripe, relit, relet, retie, peril)

How many four-letter words can you make from the word
snake?
Ribbon Snake

(kane, keas, kens, sake, sane, sank, kaes, anes)
June Issue Answers:
Answer Key to Bye, Bye, Birdies
Migrating Birds (in the clouds)
Bald Eagles, Gulls, Ospreys, Turkey Vultures, Ibis, Anhingas, Cormorants, Brown Pelicans
Birds That Stay South (on the grass)
Sandhill Cranes, Herons, Mockingbirds, Mottled Ducks, Roseate Spoonbills, Limpkins,
Whilte Pelicans, Wood Storks, Egrets, Grackles/blackbirds
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The perfect life.
Sometimes things don’t always
go according to plan.

How are you prepared for
the unexpected?

BATTEN
INSURANCE
SERVICES

Shoppes of Ibis
10130 Northlake Blvd. #212
West Palm Beach, FL 33412
www.BattenIns.com

AnnMarieBatten@BattenIns.com
(561) 627-1806

85% of Americans say they need life insurance, yet only 62%
actually own a life insurance policy*. What happens if you were
not here to help contribute to the household? Would your
family be able to continue to live the life that you worked so
hard to provide. Could they afford to stay in the home without
you? Life insurance is one of the best ways to provide an income
to help make sure that the people you care about will be
provided for financially if you are not here to care for them.
Life insurance is an important piece of your plan for the future.
As you go through each stage of your life, your priorities and life
goals change. To help ensure that at every stage of life you are
moving closer to achieving your life goals, you need a plan to
secure your financial future.
Call our office today. We can review your current needs and
make recommendations to meet your unique needs at a cost
you can manage.
*Source: LIMRA and LIFE Foundation 2013 Insurance Barometer Study.

Financial Services • 401K • Roth IRA • Long & Short Term Care • Accident • Cancer
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